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Administration matters.

This page is being updated.

Preamble.
 Simon Byrne is currently under chages of [s001] misconduct brought by David

Keane. This bizarre situation needs addressing.
 Keane and his predecessor [s002] Dwyer are both evidenced as [s003] knowing

about and [s004] covering up child rape, child sexual abuses, child battering,
threats to kill, theft, fraud, false imprisonment, abuse of police power,
perverting the course of justice and rather a lot more.

 ......below is copied from the 'home page' ............................... 
 ............................................................................................ 

 Here we see the same people against Byrne wilfully authorising the crimes
against Tom Dobbie, his children and the Crown; these are [h024] D.Keane,
[h025] J.McCormick, [h026] J.Dwyer, [h027] Nick Bailey,[h028] Kevin Bennett,
[h029] Inspector Dodds, [h030] Christopher Freeman-Dean, [h031] Miles
Dignam, and others. These people are perverting the course of justice, acting in
misconduct in public office, and bullying their victim Dobbie. 

 ..........end of section copied from 'home page'.................................. 
 .....................................................................................................

Dwyer viciously retaliated when he was [s005] being exposed as a criminal by
getting the police to abuse power and get false charges of malicious
communication and an obscene CBO designed to gag Dobbie from exposing
these crimes by Dwyer et al. 

 To ensure they got their CBO, Judge Dutton (mistress [s006] Vanessa Whiting,
cronies with [s007] Dwyer et al ) allowed an unlawful guilty decision in a trial
with all defence evidence hidden, no jury and corrupt cps and barrister). 

 Dwyer/Dutton/Keane/McCormick all fail, in that it doesn't matter that they used
corruption to pervert the course of justice, because the Dutton trial never
contested any evidence, and the evidence of the conspiracy and criminality still
stands. 

 Now, Keane also knew all about this and took action to support Dwyer's
criminality.

 The conspiracy got worse with J. McCormick joining in and getting Dobbie
arrested and remanded to stop Dobbie attending the Byrne hearing. 

 Across the top of [s008] Cheshire Police, they wilfully took action to pervert the
course of justice in hiding witnesses and [s010] hiding evidence and going the
extra mile to torture Dobbie.

Skeleton argument.

I do not believe Byrne knew about the criminality that Dwyer, Keane, McCormick
and others had created. 

 This is gross abuse of process and abuse of power by Keane, Dwyer, McCormick
et al. The Byrne hearing cannot progress as it did with all this evidenced
criminality by Keane et al hidden from consideration. 

 More to follow.
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